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We provide a quantification of the capability of various quantum dephasing processes to generate coherence
out of incoherent states. The measures defined, admitting computable expressions for any finite Hilbert space
dimension, are based on probabilistic averages and arise naturally from the viewpoint of coherence as a resource.
We investigate how the capability of a dephasing process (e.g., a non-selective orthogonal measurement) to
generate coherence depends on the relevant bases of the Hilbert space over which coherence is quantified and the
dephasing process occurs, respectively. We extend our analysis to include those Lindblad time evolutions which,
in the infinite time limit, dephase the system under consideration and calculate their coherence generating power
as a function of time. We further identify specific families of such time evolutions that, although dephasing,
have optimal (over all quantum processes) coherence generating power for some intermediate time. Finally, we
investigate the coherence generating capability of random dephasing channels.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the main distinctive features of quantum theory is
the superposition principle. According to it, physical states of
a quantum system can be expressed as linear combinations of
other quantum states and different bases, usually associated
with eigenstates of observables, yield different expansions.
The presence of accessible relative phases between the differ-
ent branches is known as quantum coherence and gives rise to
quantum interference phenomena, lying in the heart of theory
[1]. Quantum coherence, besides being a integral part of the
quantum theory, constitutes also an important ingredient, for
example, in quantum metrology [2–4], quantum computation
[5] and quantum error correction [6], quantum thermodynam-
ics [7–9] and quantum biological processes [10–12].
On the other hand, important classes of dynamics in open
quantum systems as well as various measurement processes
lead to dephasing of the system under consideration (see, e.g.,
[13] and [14]). Dephasing processes are linked to loss of
information associated with the relative phases between the
branches of the wavefunction. Nevertheless, dephasing of
a quantum state does not necessarily imply total loss of its
quantum coherence, since both dephasing and coherence are
notions well-defined only with respect to specific bases in the
Hilbert space which can, in general, be different.
The main purpose of this work is to quantify the capability
of various dephasing processes to generate quantum coher-
ence out of incoherent states. We investigate how the effi-
ciency of a dephasing process (e.g., a non-selective orthogo-
nal measurement) to generate coherence depends on the asso-
ciated bases in the Hilbert space and study its maximization.
The situation of a dephasing process occurring over a random
basis is also examined. We further consider quantum evolu-
tions described by the Lindblad master equation which lead
to dephasing of the system under consideration and examine
how their capability to generate coherence varies as a function
of time. Remarkably, we find that there exist time instances
∗ e-mail address: styliari@usc.edu
over which certain such dephasing evolutions can generate co-
herence as well as the optimal unitary processes.
In this work we are interested in the capability of (particular
classes of) quantum operations to produce coherence, rather
that just in the amount of coherence being present in quantum
states. In general, no unique formulation in resource theories
exists for this quantification and different approaches, encap-
suling different aspects, exist (see, e.g., [15–20]). Here, we
adopt the relevant definition of coherence generating power
of quantum operations based on probabilistic averages [21–
23] (summarized in section II C).
This article is organized as follows. In section II A we give
the preliminary mathematical definitions and set the notation.
In section II B we recall basic aspects of the resource theory of
quantum coherence while in section II C we present the main
definitions of the coherence generating power formalism (fol-
lowing [21, 22]), which is a way of extending the quantifi-
cation of coherence from states to quantum operations, and
expand on them. The main body of the article is section III,
where we first distinguish between different classes of dephas-
ing processes (section III A) and then we quantify the capabil-
ity of such processes to generate coherence (section III B and
section III C). In section IV we investigate dephasing time
evolutions obeying the Lindblad master equation and study
the coherence generating power of those evolutions as a func-
tion of time (section IV A) as well as specific families of those
evolutions attaining optimal coherence generating power (sec-
tion IV B). Finally, in section V we study the coherence gener-
ating capability of random dephasing processes. In section VI
we conclude.
II. SETTING THE STAGE
A. Basic definitions
Let {|i〉}di=1 be an orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space
H  Cd and {Pi B |i〉〈i|}di=1 be the associated family of rank-1
orthogonal projectors. We consider the operator space B(H)
over H as a Hilbert space equipped with the Hilbert-Schmidt
scalar product 〈X,Y〉 B Tr(X†Y) and norm ‖X‖2 :=
√〈X, X〉.
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2The (Shatten) 1-norm of operator X is defined as ‖X‖1 B
Tr
(√
X†X
)
=
∑d
i=1 si (where {si}di=1 are the singular values
of X) while ‖X‖∞ denotes the operator (spectral) norm, i.e.,
‖X‖∞ B maxi (si).
The above construction can be extended to the superoper-
ator space B (B (H)), which can be similarly equipped with
a (Hilbert-Schmidt over the Hilbert space B (H)) scalar prod-
uct 〈X,Y〉 B Tr(X†Y) and a 2-norm ‖X‖2 B
√〈X,X〉 (where
X,Y ∈ B (B (H)) ) [24]. The 1-1 induced norm is denoted as
‖X‖1,1 B sup‖A‖1=1 (‖XA‖1). The 1-1 norm is unstable under
tensorization [25], i.e., in general ‖X ⊗ Y‖1,1 , ‖X‖1,1 ‖Y‖1,1.
Nevertheless the diamond norm, which can be defined as
‖X‖♦ B ‖X ⊗ Id‖1,1 [26], satisfies ‖X ⊗ Y‖♦ = ‖X‖♦ ‖Y‖♦ (Id
above denotes the identity superoperator over H  Cd). We
define as physically valid quantum operations E over the set
of density operators S(H) ⊂ B(H) all the linear, Completely
Positive (CP) and Trace Preserving (TP) maps E : S(H) →
S(H).
Given a complete set of orthogonal (not necessarily rank-1)
projectors B = {Πi}i (i.e., Πi = Π†i , ΠiΠ j = Πi δi j,
∑
i Πi = I)
we define the B-dephasing superoperator as
DB(·) B
∑
i
Πi(·)Πi , (1)
which is an orthogonal projector overB(H). The complemen-
tary projector is denoted QB B I − DB. Every orthonormal
basis {|i〉}di=1 of H has an associated dephasing superoperator
DB, where B = {Pi}di=1. The range of a linear operator X is
denoted as Ran(X).
For a d-dimensional probability vector p (i.e., pi ≥ 0,∑d
i=1 pi = 1) we denote its Shannon entropy as H(p) B
−∑di=1 pi ln(pi). We use S (ρ) B −Tr (ρ ln ρ) for the von Neu-
mann entropy of ρ ∈ S(H).
B. Resource theory of quantum coherence
The main idea behind quantum resource theories is simple:
a subset of the physical states of the quantum system under
consideration is distinguished (called free states), as well as a
subset of its possible quantum evolutions (called free opera-
tions). The free states contain no resource (by definition) and,
for the resource theory to be consistent, free operations should
map free states to free states. Any proper resource quantifier is
a function mapping quantum states to non-negative real num-
bers with the properties that (i) the amount of resource of a
free state vanishes, and (ii) the amount of resource contained
in any state cannot increase under the action of free opera-
tions. Such functions are hence also called resource mono-
tones.
In the resource theory of coherence the set of free states IB,
which are called incoherent states, is defined (with respect to a
basis) as the image (over quantum states) of the associated B-
dephasing superoperator: IB = Ran (DB) where B = {Pi}di=1,
i.e., a state ρ is incoherent if and only if ρ =
∑
i piPi with
{pi}di=1 any probability distribution.
The set of free operations IB has to be compatible with the
set of free states, by ensuring no resource can be generated by
the action of free operation on free states, i.e., ifW ∈ IB is
free thenW(ρ) ∈ IB for any ρ ∈ IB. This is the minimal re-
quirement of the theory for consistency and gives raise to the
largest class of free operations, known as Maximally Incoher-
ent Operations (MIO) [27] which are quantum operationsW
such that W(IB) ⊆ IB. Several alternative subclasses of free
operations have been defined and investigated (see, e.g., [28]),
here we mention just a few:
• The subclass of Incoherent Operators (IO) [29] con-
sists of the CPTP maps admitting a set of Kraus
operators [30] {Kn}n such that, for all ρ ∈ IB,
KnρK
†
n/Tr(KnρK
†
n ) ∈ IB.
• The subclass of Dephasing-covariant Incoherent Oper-
ators (DIO) [31, 32] contains the operatorsW such that
[W,DB] = 0.
• The subclass of Strictly Incoherent Operations (SIO)
[33] contains the operators in IO that in addition fulfill
K†nρKn/Tr(K
†
nρKn) ∈ IB for any ρ ∈ IB.
• Finally, Genuinely Incoherent Operators (GIO) [34] are
the operationsW that leave all incoherent states invari-
ant, i.e., for any ρ ∈ IB it holds that W(ρ) = ρ. From
the definition it immediately follows that all GIO are in
addition unital.
A functional cB : S(H) → R+0 is a coherence monotone if
the following two properties hold: (i) cB(ρ) = 0 for all ρ ∈ IB,
and (ii) cB(Wρ) ≤ c(ρ) for all ρ ∈ S(H) and W ∈ IB.
Clearly, whether such a functional is a monotone or not de-
pends on the set of free operations, e.g., a monotone of a
subclass of MIO is not necessarily a monotone for MIO. The
converse, however, is true: MIO monotones are monotones
for all the possible subclasses. Monotones impose necessary
conditions for interconversion of states under free operations,
since cB(ρ1) < cB(ρ2) suggests that it is impossible to convert
ρ1 → ρ2 under free operations. Monotones, therefore, quan-
tify how much resource a state contains – this amount cannot
increase under free operations.
C. Coherence generating power of quantum operations
We begin by reviewing the definition of the Coherence Gen-
erating Power (CGP) of a quantum operation, as it was in-
troduced in Ref. [21]. The idea pursued there, which allows
transitioning from quantifying the amount of coherence in a
quantum state ρ to quantifying the ability of a quantum opera-
tion E to generate coherence, is simple: one imagines E acting
on ρin =
∑
i piPi, the latter being chosen at random from a uni-
form ensemble of “input” states, all of which are incoherent
with respect to B = {Pi}di=1. Then one averages the amount of
coherence contained in the processed state E(ρin) over the en-
semble of input states (i.e. {pi}di=1 are treated as random vari-
ables), obtaining a quantifier characterizing E. Clearly, this
quantification of the ability of the quantum channel to gener-
ate coherence depends on the choice of the measure of (state)
coherence cB. The choice of the coherence monotone cB is far
3from unique and different choices are possible, depending on
the set of free operations.
This approach is encapsuled in the following definition.
Definition 1. The Coherence Generating Power (CGP) CB :
E 7→ CB(E) ∈ R+0 of a quantum operation E with respect to
B = {Pi}di=1 and coherence measure cB is defined as
CB(E) B
∫
dµuni f (p) cB
[E (∑i piPi)] , (2)
where dµuni f (p) B 1(d−1)! δ
(∑
i pi − 1)∏i dpi is the uniform
measure in the (d − 1)-dimensional simplex.
The (d − 1)-dimensional simplex is the space of all possi-
ble d-tuples p = (p1, . . . , pd) with pi ≥ 0 and ∑i pi = 1, the
points of which are in one to one correspondence with the di-
agonal elements of the incoherent input states ρin =
∑d
i=1 piPi
(assuming a fixed B with respect to which all input states are
diagonal).
Before proceeding further by specifying the coherence
measure cB, we provide an alternative interpretation for the
meaning of the CGP of a unitary quantum map CB (U). Sup-
pose we are interested in the following question: given a ran-
dom pure state |ψ〉〈ψ| ∈ S(H), what is the average coherence
cB of the dephased quantum stateDB′ (|ψ〉〈ψ|), for some fixed
bases B and B′? For what follows, we assume the random pure
states are distributed according to the Haar measure. Related
matters were investigated in [35, 36].
As we will show now, the average coherence present after
the dephasing of a random pure states is nothing else than the
CGP of a corresponding unitary operator connecting the bases
B and B′.
Proposition 1. Let B = {|i〉〈i|}di=1 and B′ = {|i′〉〈i′|}di=1 be com-
plete families of rank-1 orthogonal projectors and U ∈ U(d)
be a unitary operator such that |i′〉 = U |i〉 for all i = 1, . . . , d.
Then ∫
dµHaar(ψ) cB (DB′ |ψ〉〈ψ|) = CB(U) , (3)
whereU(·) = U(·)U†.
Proof. As it was shown in [21], one can equivalently treat the
input states of the CGP definition Eq. (2) as Haar distributed
pure states that are dephased in B, i.e.,
CB(E) =
∫
dµHaar(ψ) cB
[EDB (|ψ〉〈ψ|)] . (4)
The result therefore follows fromDB′ = UDBU† and the fact
that the Haar measure is unitarily invariant. 
Clearly, the above result holds for all valid coherence mea-
sures cB. Therefore, besides suggesting an alternative inter-
pretation for the CGP of unitary operators, it further allows
applying any already known results for the CGP of unitary
operators, e.g., from [21, 37].
Now we specify the coherence measure cB. We examine
two possible choices: the monotone arising from the Hilbert-
Schmidt 2-norm and the relative entropy of coherence.
1. Hilbert-Schmidt 2-norm based monotone
The Hilbert-Schmidt operator 2-norm gives rise to the co-
herence measure
c2,B(ρ) B min
σ∈IB
‖ρ − σ‖22 = ‖QBρ‖22 =
∑
i, j
|ρi j|2 . (5)
The functional c2,B is a coherence monotone in the (restric-
tive) class of GIO. More generally, it constitutes a monotone
for any class of free operations if one restricts to unital CPTP
maps [22] (such as dephasing processes considered later). Al-
though specific to unital maps, the c2,B coherence quantifier
allows for explicit computable formulas for the CGP in any
finite Hilbert space dimension [21]:
Proposition 2. Let C2,B(E) be the coherence generating
power (Eq. (2)) of the unital quantum channel E with coher-
ence quantifier cB = c2,B. Then,
(i)
C2,B(E) = 1d(d + 1)
∑
i
(
〈EPi,EPi〉 − 〈DBEPi,DBEPi〉
)
(6)
(ii) If E is, in addition, normal ([E,E†] = 0), then
C2,B(E) = 12d(d + 1) ‖ [E,DB] ‖
2
2 (7)
Proof. (i) Equation (2) can be equivalently written as
C2,B(E) =
∫
dµuni f (p)
[
〈QBE∑i piPi,QBE∑ j p jP j〉]
=
∑
i, j
∫
dµuni f (p)
[
pi p j
]
〈QBEPi,QBEP j〉
=
∑
i, j
∫
dµuni f (p)
[
pi p j
] (
〈EPi,EP j〉 − 〈DBEPi,DBEP j〉
)
,
where the last equality was obtained using the defini-
tion QB = I − DB and the fact that DB is a hermitian
orthogonal projector (and therefore idempotent). Assum-
ing that the quantum processes is unital (E(I) = I) and
using the fact that for uniform input ensemble of states∫
dµuni f (p)
[
pi p j
]
= [d(d + 1)]−1(1 + δi j) (see, e.g., [22] for a
derivation) the result follows.
(ii) We have
‖ [E,DB] ‖22 = Tr
(
E†EDB
)
+ Tr
(
EE†DB
)
− 2 Tr
(
DBE†DBE
)
.
From the normality assumption it follows that the first two
terms are equal. The superoperator traces can then be eval-
uated using the Hilbert-Schmidt operator inner product as
Tr (X) = ∑i, j 〈 |i〉〈 j|,X (|i〉〈 j|)〉 which yields Tr (E†EDB) =∑
i 〈EPi,EPi〉. A similar calculation for the remaining term
gives Tr
(
DBE†DBE
)
=
∑
i 〈DBEPi,DBEPi〉 and hence the
result follows. 
4Let us now make a couple of remarks for CGP based on
the Hilbert-Schmidt 2-norm. The original averaging definition
for the CGP, Equation (2), surprisingly admits in this case the
much simpler form given by Eq. (7). The last equation also
implies that the 2-norm CGP for unital quantum channels de-
fined originally is nothing more than a measure of the degree
of non-commutativity between E and the dephasing channel
DB (see also [23]).
2. Relative entropy based monotone
A coherence monotone for MIO (and therefore all sub-
classes of free operations, see e.g. [31]) is obtained using rel-
ative entropy [29]:
cr,B(ρ) B min
σ∈IB
S (ρ ‖σ) = S (DBρ) − S (ρ) (8)
Let Cr,B(E) be the CGP Eq. (2) of the quantum channel E with
cB = cr,B. Then, from Eq. (8) it is immediate that
Cr,B(E) =
∫
dµuni f (p)
[
S (DBEρin(p)) − S (Eρin(p))] . (9)
Under the class of IO the monotone cr(ρ) has an operational
interpretation as the optimal rate of asymptotic coherence dis-
tillation, i.e., cr,B(ρ) = sup R such that ρ⊗n
IO7−→ Φ⊗nR2 as
n → ∞, where Φ2 is the maximal coherence qubit state [33].
The relative entropy CGP of E therefore admits an operational
interpretation as the average rate of distillable coherence (un-
der IO) of the processed state E (ρin).
Zhang et al. in [37] have obtained explicit expressions for
the relative entropy CGP, Eq. (9), when E is a unitary channel.
In this article we obtain expressions for dephasing channels,
as will be shown in section III B 2.
III. COHERENCE GENERATING POWER OF
MAXIMALLY AND PARTIALLY DEPHASING PROCESSES
A. Maximally and partially dephasing processes
We begin by distinguishing between two families of de-
phasing processes.
Definition 2. We characterize a dephasing map DB :
S(H) → S(H) as a maximally dephasing channel iff
Rank [Πi] = 1 for all Πi ∈ B. Otherwise the map is a par-
tially dephasing channel.
In other words, for a maximally dephasing process there
exists an orthonormal basis such that all output states of the
channel are diagonal with respect to that basis. If the out-
put states are block diagonal (with non-trivial blocks) we call
the dephasing partial. Notice, however, that the basis over
which this is achieved is not uniquely specified: for example,
any permutation or phase shift on the basis elements will still
preserve the diagonal outcomes. Nevertheless, the complete
set of projectors B completely characterizes the (maximally
or partially) dephasing channel:
Proposition 3. The set of projectors B corresponding to the
(maximally or partially) dephasing channelDB is unique.
Proof. Clearly, the set of projectors B = {Πi} is a set of Kraus
operators for the CPTP map DB. We need to show that if
B′ = {Π′i}i is a complete family of orthogonal projectors withDB = DB′ , then B = B′. Indeed, the two Kraus decompo-
sitions describe the same channel iff there exists a unitary U
such that Π′i =
∑
j Ui jΠ j (see, e.g. [38]). But
∑
i Π
′
i = I which
is true only if
∑
i Ui j = 1∀ j. On the other hand, U is a uni-
tary matrix so the columns form orthonormal vectors. The last
two properties can hold together only when U is a permuta-
tion matrix. But a permutation of the Kraus operator indices
doesn’t affect the set B, therefore B = B′. 
Dephasing processes can be viewed, for example, as non-
selective orthogonal measurements. In the case of maxi-
mally dephasing the measured observable is non-degenerate
and thus all projectors B′ = {P′i}di=1 of DB′ are rank-1, corre-
sponding to the distinct eigenvalues of the measured observ-
able. On the other hand, in the case of a degenerate observable
non-trivial subspaces B′ = {Π′i} occur with Rank (Πi) equal to
the degeneracy of the i-th eigenvalue, i.e., the dephasing is
partial.
B. Coherence generating power of maximally dephasing
channels
Let us begin with a simple remark. For any maximally de-
phasing process there exists a basis {|i〉}di=1 such that the “co-
herences” of the output state (i.e., elements 〈i|DB (ρ) | j〉 for
i , j) vanish. Nevertheless, this does not necessarily imply an
incoherent output state since no statement has been made re-
garding the reference basis with respect to which coherence is
quantified. Consider for example the qubit case, maximally
dephasing DB′ where B′ = {|+〉〈+|, |−〉〈−|}, and coherence
quantified with respect to B = {|0〉〈0|, |1〉〈1|}. Then clearly
Ran(DB) , Ran(DB′ ): not all B′ dephased states are incoher-
ent in B.
In what follows we expand on this simple observation,
quantifying through Eq. (2) how “valuable” a maximally de-
phasing channel is at creating coherence or, in other words, we
calculate how much resource a maximally dephasing channel
generates on average after acting on incoherent states. The 2-
norm and relative entropy coherence quantifiers are adopted,
each relevant in a different class of free operations of the the-
ory.
1. Hilbert-Schmidt 2-norm coherence
Proposition 4 (2-norm CGP of maximally dephasing). Let
B = {|i〉〈i|}di=1 and B′ = {|i′〉〈i′|}di=1 be complete families of
rank-1 orthogonal projectors and U ∈ U(d) be a unitary op-
erator such that |i′〉 = U |i〉 for all i = 1, . . . , d. Then
5(i) The 2-norm CGP of the maximally dephasing channel
DB′ is given by
C2,B(DB′ ) = 1d(d + 1) Tr
[
XU XTU
(
I − XU XTU
)]
(10)
where XU ∈ Rd×d is bistochastic with (XU)i j = |〈i|U | j〉|2.
(ii) Alternatively, on the superoperator level,
C2,B(DB′ ) = 12d(d + 1) ‖ [DB′ ,DB] ‖
2
2 (11)
(iii)
0 ≤ C2,B(DB′ ) ≤ Cmax2,B (d) B
d − 1
4d(d + 1)
, (12)
where the lower bound is achieved iff [DB,DB′ ] = 0.
Proof. (i) First we notice that DB′ = UDBU†, whereU(·) =
U(·)U†. Next we calculate the quantities ∑i 〈DB′Pi,DB′Pi〉
and
∑
i 〈DBDB′Pi,DBDB′Pi〉, appearing in equation (6). A
straightforward calculation gives∑
i
〈DB′Pi,DB′Pi〉 =
∑
i
Tr
(
PiUDBU†Pi
)
= Tr
[
XU XTU
]
.
A similar calculation for the other term gives∑
i
〈DBDB′Pi,DBDB′Pi〉 =
∑
i
Tr (PiDB′DBDB′Pi)
=
∑
i
Tr
(
PiUDBU†DBUDBU†Pi
)
= Tr
[(
XU XTU
)2]
.
The result for C2,B (DB′ ) follows. The bistochasticity of the
matrix (XU)i j is a direct consequence of the unitarity of U.
(ii) We have DB = D†B, i.e., the maximally dephasing
channels are hermitian therefore normal, and also unital. The
claim hence follows by setting E = DB′ in equation (7).
(iii) The lower bound properties follow immediately from
equation (11). For the upper bound observe that the matrix
XU XTU is positive semi-definite and also bistochastic (as
product of bistochastic matrices). Now, since bistochastic
matrices have at least one eigenvalue equal to one, the differ-
ence
(
Tr
[
XU XTU
]
− Tr
[(
XU XTU
)2])
is bounded from above by
(d − 1)[1/2 − (1/2)2] = (d − 1)/4. The numerical factor of
1/2 corresponds to the ((d − 1)-fold degenerate) eigenvalue
of XU XTU which maximizes the difference (since 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1
for all eigenvalues). Notice that it is not a priori guaranteed
that a unitary matrix U (corresponding to such an XU) exists.
We tackle this question in section A of the Appendix. 
Let us now specialize the above for a 2-level system.
Example 1 (Single qubit maximal dephasing: 2-norm). Con-
sider a qubit (H = Span{|0〉, |1〉}) with its coherence quantified
with respect to B = {|0〉〈0|, |1〉〈1|} and any maximally dephas-
ing channel DB′ , where B′ = {|ψ0〉〈ψ0|, |ψ1〉〈ψ1|} (〈ψ0|ψ1〉 =
0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85
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FIG. 1. Single qubit coherence generating power of maximally de-
phasing channels as a function of the angle θ (see Ex. 1 & Ex. 2), for
the relative entropy cr,B and 2-norm c2,B coherence quantifiers. No-
tice that the maximum is obtained for slightly different values of the
angle θ.
0). For the qubit case DB′ can be parametrized through the
(Bloch sphere) angles θ and φ, where |ψ0(θ, φ)〉〈ψ0(θ, φ)| =
1/2 (I + v · σ), with v = (sin θ cos φ, sin θ sin φ, cos θ). From
Prop. 4 we have
XU =
(
cos2(θ/2) sin2(θ/2)
sin2(θ/2) cos2(θ/2)
)
(independent of φ) and hence C2,B = 1/24 sin2(2θ) (with
θ ∈ [0, pi]). Observe that the upper bound from Eq. (12)
is achieved for θ ∈ {pi/4, 3pi/4}. On the other hand, for
θ ∈ {0, pi/2, pi} the CGP vanishes. The cases θ = 0 and θ = pi
give B = B′ but the case θ = pi/2 (for all φ) corresponds to
B′ being a mutually unbiased basis of B. In all such cases
[DB,DB′ ] = 0.
In Ref. [21] it was shown that, for unital quantum channels
E,
C2,B(E) ≤ d − 1d(d + 1) = 4C
max
2,B (d) , (13)
where the maximum is achieved over unitary U(·) = U(·)U†
with |〈i|U | j〉|2 = 1/d for all i, j (e.g. the quantum Fourier
transform). For maximally dephasing processes observe that
the optimal 2-norm CGP can be at most one quarter of the
maximum value for the CGP (over all unital CPTP maps). In
section A of the Appendix we provide an explicit construc-
tion to show that the upper bound for maximally dephasing
processes Cmax2,B (d) is achievable for Hilbert space dimensions
d ≤ 13 while we also give a set of sufficient conditions for the
bound to be achievable in any dimension.
6In Example 1 it was noticed that for a qubit system
C2,B (DB′ ) vanishes when B′ is a mutually unbiased basis of
B. This observation holds true for any finite dimensional sys-
tem. Consider a mutually unbiased basis {|i′〉}di=1 such that
|〈 j|i′〉|2 = 1/d. Then the matrix XU from Eq. (10) has matrix
elements (XU)i j = 1/d and therefore C2,B (DB′ ) = 0.
2. Relative entropy of coherence
We will now give a set of results “parallel” to Prop. 4 using
as coherence quantifier, instead of c2,B, the relative entropy of
coherence cr,B. Given a d-dimensional probability vector p
we denote its subentropy [39] as Q(p), defined as
Q(p) B −
d∑
i=1
pdi ln pi∏
j,i(pi − p j) , (14)
where if two or more of the pi’s are equal then the limit
should be taken as they become equal. The definition is ex-
tended to column-stochastic matrices X ∈ (R+0 )d×d as Q(X) B
1/d
∑
j Q(p j), where (p j)i = (X)i j.
Proposition 5 (Relative entropy CGP of maximal dephasing).
Let B = {|i〉〈i|}di=1 and B′ = {|i′〉〈i′|}di=1 be complete families
of rank-1 orthogonal projectors and U ∈ U(d) be a unitary
operator such that |i′〉 = U |i〉 for all i = 1, . . . , d. Then
(i) The relative entropy CGP of the maximally dephasing
channelDB′ is given by
Cr,B(DB′ ) = Q
(
XU XTU
)
− Q (XU) (15)
where XU ∈ Rd×d is bistochastic with (XU)i j = |〈i|U | j〉|2
and Q(X) denotes the subentropy of X.
(ii) Cr,B(DB′ ) = 0 if and only if [DB,DB′ ] = 0.
Proof. (i) The proof is based on a lemma from [37], stating
that ∫
dµuni f (p) H
∑
j
Bi j p j
 = Hd − 1 + Q (BT ) , (16)
where B is a d × d bistochastic matrix and Hd is the d-th
harmonic number. Here we want to calculate the quantity in
Eq. (9) for E = DB′ = UDBU†, where U(·) = U(·)U†. Ob-
serve that
S (DB′ρin) = S
UDBU†∑
i
(piPi)
 = S DBU†∑
i
(piPi)

= H
∑
j
(XU† )i j p j
 = H
∑
j
(XU)Ti j p j
 ,
where we used the unitary invariance of the von Neumann
entropy and the fact that DBU∑i(piPi) = ∑i, j (XU)i j p jP j.
From the lemma Eq. (16) we therefore get∫
dµuni f (p) S (DB′ρin) = Hd − 1 + Q(XU) .
In a similar fashion,
S (DBDB′ρin) = S
DBUDBU†∑
i
(piPi)

= S
∑
i, j
(XU XTU)i j p jP j
 ,
therefore∫
dµuni f (p) S (DBDB′ρin) = Hd − 1 + Q(XU XTU) .
Combining the two expressions we get the desired result.
(ii) The relative entropy of coherence is a faithful mea-
sure (cr,B(σ) = 0 iff σ ∈ IB) and, therefore, Cr,B (DB′ ) = 0 iff
DB′ (σ) ∈ IB for all σ ∈ IB. In other words, Cr,B (DB′ ) = 0
is equivalent to Ran (DB) being invariant under the action
of DB′ . But DB′ is hermitian and therefore normal and as a
result the vanishing CGP condition holds iff both Ran (DB)
and Ker (DB) are invariant over the action of DB′ . We will
now argue that this condition is equivalent to [DB,DB′ ] = 0.
Suppose [DB,DB′ ] = 0. Then clearly Ker (DB) is an in-
variant subspace of DB′ and so is therefore Ran (DB) (from
normality ofDB′ ).
Conversely, suppose that both Ker (DB) and Ran (DB) are
invariant over the action of DB′ . Then for any operator X ∈
Ker (DB) we haveDB′DBX = DBDB′X = 0. But also for any
Y ∈ Ran (DB) we have DB′DBY = DBDB′Y (since DBY =
Y). As a result [DB,DB′ ] = 0.
Notice that the proof relies only on the faithfulness of the
coherence measure cr,B and thus the result holds true for any
faithful coherence measure cB. 
Example 2 (Single qubit maximal dephasing: relative en-
tropy). Assume a single qubit as in Ex. 1. Using Eq. (15)
we can calculate the relative entropy CGP for maximally de-
phasing DB′ . Setting c B cos2(θ/2) and s B sin2(θ/2), we
get
Cr,B (DB′ ) = 1(c − s)2
([
c2(c − s) log c + 2s2c2 log(2cs)
− 1
2
(c2 + s2)2 log(c2 + s2)
]
+ [s↔ c]
)
. (17)
The resulting function is compared with the corresponding
one from Ex. 1 in Figure 1.
Notice that equations (10) and (15) are functions of the
maximally dephasing superoperators DB and DB′ , which are
characterized (according to Prop. 3) by the sets of rank-1
projectors B and B′, respectively. It is therefore expected
that any choice of a unitary U in those equations such that
U |i〉 = eiθi |σ(i)′〉, with θi ∈ R and σ ∈ Sd (permutation) leaves
both C2,B(DB′ ) and Cr,B(DB′ ) unaffected.
7C. Coherence generating power of partially dephasing
channels
In this section we extend the previous results for the 2-norm
CGP to partially dephasing channels.
Proposition 6 (2-norm CGP of partial dephasing). Let B =
{Pi = |i〉〈i|}di=1 and B′ = {Πk =
∑dk
α=1 |k, α〉〈k, α|}rk=1 be com-
plete families of orthogonal projectors, where {|k, α〉}k,α is an
orthonormal basis and dk B Rank (Πk). Then
C2,B (DB′ ) = 1d(d + 1) Tr
[
Z (I − Z)] , (18)
where Z ∈ Rd×d with
Zi j = Tr
∑
k
PiΠkP jΠk
 (19)
=
r∑
k=1
dk∑
α,β=1
〈i|k, α〉 〈k, α| j〉 〈 j|k, β〉 〈k, β|i〉 . (20)
Proof. Our starting point is Eq. (6) with E(·) = DB′ (·) =∑
k Πk(·)Πk. We have∑
i
〈DB′Pi,DB′Pi〉 =
∑
i
〈DB′Pi, Pi〉
=
∑
i,k
Tr (ΠkPiΠkPi) = Tr (Z) .
The more detailed expression for Z in terms of the basis el-
ements {|k, α〉} follows by writing Πk = ∑dkα=1 |k, α〉〈k, α| and
performing the trace. The second term becomes∑
i
〈DBDB′Pi,DBDB′Pi〉 =
∑
i
〈DB′DBDB′Pi, Pi〉
=
∑
i, j,k,l
Tr
(
ΠlP jΠkPiΠkP jΠlPi
)
=
∑
i, j
Tr
∑
l
ΠlPiΠlP j
 ∑
k
ΠkPiΠkP j
 = Tr (Z2) .
By the cyclic property of the trace, the matrix Z is symmet-
ric and also real since Z∗i j = Tr
[∑
k
(
PiΠkP jΠ)
)†]
= Zi j. 
Let us observe that the Z matrix from Eq. (20) can be also
expressed as a function of the unitary U connecting B and B′
(as in Prop. 4). Indeed, for any U such that U | j〉 = |k( j), α( j)〉
then 〈i|k( j), α( j)〉 = Ui j. Of course, such a U is far from
unique since it depends on the choice of basis for each sub-
space corresponding to a Πl. In the case where the dephasing
is maximal, rather that partial, Eq. (18) reduces to Eq. (10).
Indeed, since dk = 1 for all k = 1, . . . , d, the label α in
|k, α〉 becomes redundant (α = 1) and we can use the nota-
tion |k, α〉 → |k′〉. As a result Z = XU XTU , where U is a unitary
such that |i′〉 = U |i〉.
Example 3 (2-qubit partial and maximal dephasing). Con-
sider a 2-qubit Hilbert space H  C2 ⊗ C2 with H =
FIG. 2. C2,B (DB′ ) of Ex. 3 is a (symmetric) function of both θ1 and
θ2. The difference C2,B (DB′ )−C2,B (DB′′ ) can be positive or negative,
depending on the values of θ1 and θ2. The maximum value Mm of
C2,B (DB′ ) satisfies Mp < Mm < Cmax2,B (d = 4) demonstrating that for a
2-qubit system the maximally dephasing DB′ such that C2,B(DB′ ) =
Cmax2,B (d = 4) is not of the formDB′ = DB′1 ⊗DB′2 (for any qubit bases
B′1, B
′
2).
Span{|00〉, |01〉, |10〉, |11〉} and coherence quantified with re-
spect to B = {P00, P01, P10, P11} (Pi j = |i j〉〈i j|). Define the
complete set of rank-1 projectors B′ = {P′00, P′01, P′10, P′11}
where P′i j = |ψi(θ1, φ1)ψ j(θ2, φ2)〉〈ψi(θ1, φ1)ψ j(θ2, φ2)| (nota-
tion as in Example 1). We look at dephasingDB′′ with respect
to B′′ = {Π1 = P′00 + P′01,Π2 = P′10 + P′11}. Applying Eq. (18)
we get C2,B (DB′′ ) = 140 sin2(2θ1). Clearly, the maximum value
over the dephasing channels examined is Mp = 1/40. The
CGP of the maximally dephasing C2,B (DB′ ) is plotted in Fig-
ure 2.
IV. DEPHASING PROCESSES THROUGH LINDBLAD
DYNAMICS
A. Coherence generating power of dephasing Lindbladians
In this section we consider quantum dynamical processes
that lead in the long time limit to dephasing of the system
under consideration. More specifically, we assume Markovian
dynamics of Lindblad form (see, e.g., [13])
ρ˙ = L ρ B −i[H, ρ] +
∑
α
(
LαρL†α −
1
2
{
L†αLα, ρ
})
, (21)
where H is the system Hamiltonian and {Lα}α are the Lindblad
operators. We first distinguish those Lindblad time evolutions
that maximally dephase in the long time limit.
Definition 3. We characterize an operator L ∈ B (B (H)) of
the Lindblad form Eq. (21) as a maximally dephasing Lind-
8bladian iff limt→∞ exp (Lt) = DB, for some maximally de-
phasing channelDB.
Our next steps will be to characterize the maximally de-
phasing Lindbladians and then calculate the 2-norm CGP for
all such time evolutions as a function of time. Naturally, we
will recover part of our previous results for the CGP of maxi-
mally dephasing channels in the limit t → ∞.
We begin with a Lemma.
Lemma. LetL be a Lindbladian of the general form Eq. (21).
Then |ψ〉〈ψ| ∈ Ker (L) if and only if the following conditions
hold simultaneously: (a) |ψ〉 is an eigenvector of Lα for all α,
and (b) |ψ〉 is an eigenvector of iH + 12
∑
α 〈ψ|Lα|ψ〉 L†α.
Proof. Let {|ψ⊥j 〉}d−1j=1 be a set of orthonormal vectors with
〈ψ|ψ⊥j 〉 = 0 for all j = 1, . . . , d − 1. We have L (|ψ〉〈ψ|) =
0 iff the following hold true: (a′) 〈ψ|L (|ψ〉〈ψ|) |ψ〉 = 0,
(b′) 〈ψ|L (|ψ〉〈ψ|) |ψ⊥j 〉 = 0 for all j, (c′) 〈ψ⊥k |L (|ψ〉〈ψ|) |ψ⊥j 〉 =
0 for all j, k. By plugging in the Lindblad form for L (equa-
tion (21)), it follows that condition (a′) holds true iff condition
(a) it true. Then, given (a), condition (b′) is trivially satisfied.
Finally condition (c′), again given (a), reduces to (b). 
We now establish the necessary and sufficient conditions
to have maximal dephasing under Lindbladian dynamics and
then we calculate the 2-norm CGP for all such processes.
Proposition 7. Let B′ = {P′i B |i′〉〈i′|}di=1 and DB′ be the as-
sociated maximally dephasing channel. Then for Lindbladian
dynamics:
(i) limt→∞ exp (L t) = DB′ if and only if the following con-
ditions hold simultaneously: (a) The Hamiltonian H is
diagonal in B′. (b) All Lindblad operators Lα are diago-
nal in B′. (c) For every i , j there exists an α such that
〈i′|Lα|i′〉 , 〈 j′|Lα| j′〉.
(ii) If limt→∞ exp (L t) = DB′ then exp (L t) is unital for
t ≥ 0 and L(|i′〉〈 j′|) = λi j|i′〉〈 j′|, with λi j = −i(Ei − E j) +∑
α
(
(Lα)ii (Lα)
∗
j j − 1/2 |(Lα)ii|2 − 1/2
∣∣∣(Lα) j j∣∣∣2) , where
Ei = 〈i′|H|i′〉 and (Lα)ii = 〈i′|Lα|i′〉.
(iii) Let in addition B = {Pi}di=1 and U ∈ U(d) be a unitary
operator such that |i′〉 = U |i〉 for all i = 1, . . . , d. If
limt→∞ exp (L t) = DB′ , then
C2,B
[
exp (L t)] = 1
d(d + 1)
[
Tr
(
XUΛ(t)XTU
)
− Tr
(
YU(t) YTU(t)
)]
,
(22)
where XU ∈ Rd×d is bistochastic with (XU)i j = |〈i|U | j〉|2,
Λ(t),YU(t) ∈ Rd×d with [Λ(t)]i j = exp
(
2 Re(λi j) t
)
and
[YU(t)]i j =
∑
k,l exp (λklt) UilU∗ikU jkU
∗
jl .
Proof. (i) & (ii) The condition limt→∞ exp (L t) = DB′ is
equivalent to (a′) P′i ∈ Ker (L) for all i (i.e., all P′i be-
long to the set of steady states) and (b′) all matrix elements
〈i′| exp (Lt) ρ0| j′〉 (i , j) vanish for t → ∞ for all initial states
ρ0. We will first show that (a′) is equivalent to (a) & (b) hold-
ing true. Indeed, from the Lemma it follows that LP′i = 0 for
all i iff H and {Lα}α are all diagonal with respect to B, i.e.,
conditions (a) and (b) are true. Now we need to make sure
that (b′) holds, i.e., non-diagonal elements decay for t → ∞.
By plugging in the form of the Lindbladian Eq. (21) it follows
that L(|i′〉〈 j′|) = λi j|i′〉〈 j′|, with
λi j = −i(Ei − E j) +
∑
α
(
(Lα)ii (Lα)
∗
j j
− 1/2 |(Lα)ii|2 − 1/2
∣∣∣(Lα) j j∣∣∣2 ) ,
since all operators are diagonal in the B′ basis. Thus these
elements decay iff Re(λi j) < 0 for i , j, which is equivalent
to condition (c), since Re
(
λi j
)
= −1/2 ∑α ∣∣∣(Lα)ii − (Lα) j j∣∣∣2.
Finally, the channel is unital for all t ≥ 0 since
I/d =
∑
i P′i/d ∈ KerL as convex combination of ele-
ments of B′.
(iii) Our starting point is Eq. (6) (since E(t) = exp (L t)
is unital ∀t ≥ 0). We first calculate ∑i 〈E(t)Pi,E(t)Pi〉. From
(ii), E(t)(·) = ∑k,l P′k(·)P′l exp(λkl t). Using that, it is direct to
show that∑
i
〈E(t)Pi,E(t)Pi〉 =
∑
i,k,l
(XU)ik exp [(λkl + λlk)t] (XU)il
= Tr
(
XUΛ(t)XTU
)
.
In a similar way it follows that∑
i
〈DBE(t)Pi,DBE(t)Pi〉 = Tr
(
YU(t) YTU(t)
)
.
Combining the two calculations the claimed result follows.

Observe that for t → ∞ expression (22) reduces to Eq. (10),
as expected from the fact that limt→∞ exp (Lt) = DB′ . Indeed,
under the conditions stated in Prop. 7, Λ(t → ∞) = I and
Y(t → ∞) = XU XTU .
B. Maximum Coherence Generating Power of dephasing
Lindbladians
A natural question to be asked is whether or not there exist
maximally dephasing Lindbladians which, although dephas-
ing in the long time limit, have better capability to produce co-
herence for finite times than any maximally dephasing chan-
nel. As we will show momentarily, such dephasing time evo-
lutions exist with 2-norm CGP that can get arbitrarily close
to the maximum possible (over all unital quantum operations)
C2,B.
Consider for simplicity Lindbladian dynamics with Hamil-
tonian H = 0 and a single unitary Lindblad operator V , ex-
pressed as V = e−iHV . The evolution equation then takes
the simple form LV ρ = VρV† − ρ. In the case where HV
is non-degenerate, all conditions of prop. 7(i) are met so in
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FIG. 3. Plot of C2,B
(
eLV t
)
for a 2-level system (normalized such that
4Cmax2,B = 1). The Lindbladian is chosen as in part (iii) of Prop. 8: B =
{P0, P1} and V = P+ + e−i pi2t∗ P− (where P± = |±〉〈±|). Observe how,
as t∗ increases (or, equivalently, ‖HV‖∞ decreases) the peak moves
higher up, approaching unity.
the long time limit maximal dephasing occurs (with respect to
the eigenbasis of the operator HV ).
Without loss of generality, we assume that all eigenvalues
of HV are non-negative with ‖HV‖∞ < 2pi. Now let us examine
what happens when ‖HV‖∞  1. By expanding, we get V =
I − iHV + O(‖HV‖2∞), therefore
LV ρ = −i [HV , ρ] + O (‖HV‖2∞) , (23)
As a result, for time scales such that t ‖HV‖2∞  1 the system
undergoes “almost” unitary evolution under effective Hamil-
tonian HV and error O(t ‖HV‖2∞), which can be made arbitrar-
ily small assuming ‖HV‖∞  1. The occurring effective uni-
tary evolution is the key aspect that allows achieving a large
CGP value, while dephasing is still the dominant process for
large timescales t ‖HV‖2∞  1. Let us now make the above
remarks precise. For the following, we normalize
C˜2,B (E) B C2,B (E)4Cmax2,B (d)
(24)
so that 0 ≤ C˜2,B (E) ≤ 1 for all unital channels E.
Proposition 8. Let B = {Pi B |i〉〈i|}di=1 be a complete
family of rank-1 orthogonal projectors and V = e−iHV be
a non-degenerate unitary with LV (·) = V(·)V† − (·) denot-
ing the associated (maximally) dephasing Lindbladian and
HV (·) B −i [HV , (·)] denoting the relevant Hamiltonian gen-
erator. Then,
(i) The difference of the CGP between the Lindbladian and
the Hamiltonian evolution is bounded by∣∣∣∣C˜2,B (eLV t) − C˜2,B (eHV t)∣∣∣∣ ≤ 64 dd − 1 ‖HV‖2∞ t (25)
for any ‖HV‖∞ ≤ 1/2 and t ≥ 0.
(ii) Let W denote a non-degenerate unitary connecting B
with a mutually unbiased basis, i.e.,
|〈i|W | j〉| = 1√
d
∀i, j .
Then for V = W1/t∗ and any t∗ ≥ 4pi,∣∣∣∣C˜2,B (eLV t∗) − 1∣∣∣∣ ≤ 256pi2 dd − 1 1t∗ . (26)
(iii) Let F denote the quantum Fourier transform matrix, i.e.,
〈 j|F|k〉 = 1√
d
exp
(
i
2pi
d
( j − 1) (k − 1)
)
. (27)
If HV (θd) =
∑d
k=1 θkP
′
k , where P
′
k = FPkF
†, θk = θd
fk
fd
with fk = (k−1)(k−2) (d odd) and fk = (k−1)2 (d even),
then ∣∣∣∣C˜2,B (eLt∗) − 1∣∣∣∣ ≤ 64pi(d − 1)θd , (28)
for t∗(θd) =
pi fd
dθd
and θd ≤ 12 .
Proof. (i) We split the proof into three parts (a) – (c) which
can be combined to show the desired inequality.
(a) For unital CPTP maps E1,E2 the following inequal-
ity holds:∣∣∣C2,B (E1) −C2,B (E2)∣∣∣ ≤ 8d + 1 ‖E1 − E2‖♦ . (29)
To show this, we start from Eq. (6). Using the triangle in-
equality, we get∣∣∣C2,B (E1) −C2,B (E2) ∣∣∣ ≤ 1d(d + 1) (T1 − T2) , where
T1 B
∣∣∣ ∑i 〈E1Pi,E1Pi〉 −∑i 〈E2Pi,E2Pi〉 ∣∣∣
T2 B
∣∣∣ ∑i 〈DBE1Pi,DBE1Pi〉 −∑i 〈DBE2Pi,DBE2Pi〉 ∣∣∣ .
Denoting ρB B 1/d
∑d
i=1 Pi ⊗ Pi and using the identity
Tr (AB) = Tr
(
P(12) A ⊗ B) , (30)
where P(12) B
∑
i, j |i j〉〈 ji| is the SWAP operator, we get
T1 = d
∣∣∣∣Tr (P(12)E⊗21 ρB) − Tr (P(12)E⊗22 ρB)∣∣∣∣
= d
∣∣∣∣Tr [P(12) (E⊗21 − E⊗22 ) ρB]∣∣∣∣
≤ d
∥∥∥∥(E⊗21 − E⊗22 ) ρB∥∥∥∥1 ,
where in the third line we used the fact that |Tr (AB)| ≤
‖A‖∞ ‖B‖1 and that
∥∥∥P(12)∥∥∥∞ = 1. Now, since ‖ρB‖1 = 1, we
have
T1 ≤ d
∥∥∥E⊗21 − E⊗22 ∥∥∥1,1 ≤ d ∥∥∥E⊗21 − E⊗22 ∥∥∥♦ .
SettingM B E1 − E2, we have
T1 ≤ d
∥∥∥(M + E2)⊗2 − E⊗22 ∥∥∥♦
≤ d (‖M ⊗M‖♦ + ‖M ⊗ E2‖♦ + ‖E2 ⊗M‖♦)
≤ d
(
‖M‖2♦ + 2 ‖M‖♦
)
≤ d ‖M‖♦ (‖M‖♦ + 2)
≤ 4d ‖M‖♦ .
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Now we will bound the term T2. The proof proceeds in a
similar way. Since ‖DB‖1,1 = 1, we also get
T2 ≤ 4d ‖M‖♦ .
The desired inequality follows.
(b) We are going to prove that the following inequality
holds: ∥∥∥eLt − eH t∥∥∥♦ ≤ t ‖L −H‖♦ (31)
for all t ≥ 0. DenotingUt B exp (H t) we have∥∥∥eLt − eH t∥∥∥♦ = ∥∥∥U†t eLt − I∥∥∥♦ = ‖Kt − I‖♦
where Kt B U†t exp (Lt). We also have K˙(t) = VtK(t)
withVt = U†t (L −H)Ut (interaction picture). Now we can
bound the quantity of interest:
‖Kt − I‖♦ =
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
ds K˙s
∥∥∥∥∥∥♦ =
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∫ t
0
dsVsKs
∥∥∥∥∥∥♦
≤ t sup
s∈[0,t]
‖VsKs‖♦ ≤ t ‖L −H‖♦ ,
where in the last inequality we used sub-multiplicativity and
the unitary invariance of the diamond norm together with the
fact that
∥∥∥exp (Lt)∥∥∥♦ = 1 (CPTP map for all t ≥ 0).
(c) For ‖HV‖∞ ≤ 1/2, we will show that
‖LV −HV‖♦ ≤ 8 ‖HV‖2∞ . (32)
Notice that HV can always be chosen so that all eigenvalues
are non-negative and ‖HV‖∞ < 2pi. Now we define the super-
operators
LA (ρ) = Aρ (33)
RB (ρ) = ρB , (34)
for which it holds that
‖LA‖♦ = ‖LA ⊗ Id‖1,1 =
∥∥∥LA⊗Id∥∥∥1,1 ≤ ‖A‖∞ ,
‖RB‖♦ = ‖RB ⊗ Id‖1,1 =
∥∥∥RB⊗Id∥∥∥1,1 ≤ ‖B‖∞
and therefore
‖LARB‖♦ ≤ ‖A‖∞ ‖B‖∞ . (35)
Setting ∆ B V − (I − iHV ) we can express the action of
(LV −HV ) on some ρ as
(LV −HV ) ρ = ∆ρ + ρ∆† + ∆ρ∆† + HVρHV
− iHVρ∆† + i∆ρHV ,
and therefore
‖LV −HV‖♦ ≤ ‖L∆‖♦ + ‖R∆†‖♦ + ‖L∆R∆†‖♦ +
∥∥∥LHVRHV ∥∥∥♦
+
∥∥∥LHVR∆†∥∥∥♦ + ∥∥∥L∆RHV ∥∥∥♦ .
Using Eq. (35), the above reduces to
‖LV −HV‖♦ ≤ 2 ‖∆‖∞ + ‖∆‖2∞ + ‖HV‖2∞ + 2 ‖∆‖∞ ‖HV‖∞
We will estimate ‖∆‖∞. We have
‖∆‖∞ ≤
∞∑
n=2
‖HV‖n∞
n!
≤ ‖HV‖2∞
∞∑
n=0
‖HV‖n∞
(n + 2)!
.
Now we make the assumption that ‖HV‖∞ ≤ 1/2. Under this
assumption,
‖∆‖∞ ≤ ‖HV‖2∞
1
1 − ‖HV‖∞ ≤ 2 ‖HV‖
2
∞ .
Using this upper bound we get equation (32).
Finally, we can combine together parts (a) – (c) (and then
normalize) to get the desired inequality for part (i) of the
proposition.
(ii) We will first show that the unitary evolution has op-
timal CGP at t = t∗, namely C˜2,B
(
eHV t∗
)
= 1. In [21] it was
shown that the maximum value of C˜2,B is 1 and is attained by
unitary channelsU (·) = U (·) U† iff
(XU)i j B |〈i|U | j〉|2 = 1d ∀i, j . (36)
Here U(t) = exp (−iHV t). For t = t∗, we have U(t∗) = V t∗ = W
and thus, indeed, the above condition is satisfied.
Now we can apply part (i) of the proposition to get the
desired bound. The matrix W is unitary so ‖W‖∞ ≤ 2pi, hence
an HV that satisfies the equation (HV )t∗ = W can be chosen
with ‖HV‖∞ t∗ ≤ 2pi. As a result, ‖HV‖∞ ≤ 1/2 from part (i)
implies t∗ ≥ 4pi.
(iii) We will first show that C˜2,B
(
eHV t∗
)
= 1. As in the
previous part, we need to prove that for the unitary operator
U(t∗) = exp (−iHV t∗) Eq. (36) is satisfied. We have
(XU)i j =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
d∑
k=1
e−iθk t∗FikF∗jk
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
(37)
=
1
d2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
d∑
k=1
exp
(
i
2pi
d
(k − 1)( j − i)
)
exp
(
i
pi
d
fk
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (38)
Now consider the odd d case. Substituting for fk, we get
(XU)i j =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
d−1∑
k=0
exp
[
i
pi
d
(
k2 + k[2( j − i) − 3]
)]∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
,
where the sum inside the modulus is a (generalized) quadratic
Gauss sum (see, e.g., [40]) and for d odd and ( j − i) inte-
ger, evaluates to
√
d (ignoring some irrelevant phase factor).
Therefore, indeed, (XU)i j = 1/d. The even d case proceeds
similarly.
Now we can use part (i) of the proposition for t = t∗, where
‖HV‖∞ = θd. Substituting for t∗(θd) and using the fact that
fd ≤ (d − 1)2 (for all d) we get the desired inequality. 
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Prop. 8 provides two different “recipes” to construct de-
phasing Lindbladians such that for t = t∗ the 2-norm CGP
is nearly maximal and further provides an upper bound for
the difference between the occurring CGP and the optimal
one at t = t∗. An example demonstrating the construction
described in part (iii) of the proposition is plotted in Fig-
ure 3. Notice that this family of Lindbladians can get arbi-
trarily close to the maximum value of CGP for t = t∗ but,
nevertheless, has vanishing CGP for t → ∞. This is because
limt→∞ exp (LV t) = DB′ with B and B′ being mutually unbi-
ased bases.
V. RANDOM DEPHASING CHANNELS
Now we investigate the situation where the maximally de-
phasing channels are random. More specifically, in view of
Eq. (10), the CGP of a maximally dephasing channel can also
be treated as a random variable over the unitary group U(d),
which we consider equipped with the Haar measure. In other
words, the basis over which the quantum system is being de-
phased can be regarded as random variable as, for example, in
the occurrence of an orthogonal measurement of some (a pri-
ori unknown) non-degenerate observable. For the following,
we use the normalization C˜2,B (DB′ ) B C2,B (DB′ ) /Cmax2,B (d) so
that 0 ≤ C˜2,B (DB′ ) ≤ 1 [41].
Proposition 9 (CGP of random dephasing). Let PCGP(c) B∫
dµHaar(U) δ
(
c − C˜2,B (DB′ )
)
be the probability density func-
tion of the maximal dephasing (2-norm) coherence generating
power over Haar distributed U ∈ U(d). Then
(i) For a qubit (d = 2) the probability density function is
PCGP (c) =
1√
32 c(1 − c)
(√
1 +
√
1 − c +
√
1 − √1 − c
)
.
(39)
(ii) The mean value 〈C˜2,B (DB′ )〉U B
∫
dc cPCGP(c) is
bounded from above by
〈C˜2,B (DB′ )〉U ≤ M(d) , (40)
where
M(d) B
4d [d(d + 5) + 2]
(d + 1)2(d + 2)(d + 3)
. (41)
(iii) Using Levy’s lemma for Haar distributed unitary matri-
ces, we obtain
Prob
{
C˜2,B (DB′ ) ≥ 1d1/4 + M(d)
}
≤ exp
− √d6402
 . (42)
Proof. (i) In Ex. 1 the 2-norm CGP for a qubit (in
the Bloch sphere parametrization) was found to be
C˜2,B(θ) = sin2 (2θ). In this parametrization, Haar
distributed unitary matrices U ∈ U(2) correspond
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FIG. 4. Comparison between the numerically computed dephas-
ing CGP mean 〈C2,B (DB′ )〉U (individual points) and its upper bound
from Eq. (40) (solid line), as a function of the Hilbert space dimen-
sion d. Both quantities are normalized by dividing with the upper
bound Cmax2,B (d).
to the measure 1/(4pi)
∫ 2pi
0 dφ
∫ pi
0 dθ sin θ. Therefore
PCGP(c) = 1/(4pi)
∫ 2pi
0 dφ
∫ pi
0 dθ sin θ δ
(
c − sin2 (2θ)
)
. The
result follows directly by performing the integral (e.g., by
changing variables).
(ii) We have to average Eq. (10) over U. By linearity,
we can calculate
〈
Tr
(
XU XTU
)〉
U
and
〈
Tr
[
(XU XTU)
2
]〉
U
separately.
The first quantity being averaged is equal to Tr
(
XU XTU
)
=∑
i, j |〈i|U | j〉|4. By setting | jU〉 B U | j〉, we have
|〈i| jU〉|4 = Tr
(
(|i〉〈i|)⊗2 (| jU〉〈 jU |)⊗2
)
. Again by linear-
ity, it follows that
〈∑
i, j Tr
(
( | i〉〈i | )⊗2 ( | jU〉〈 jU | )⊗2
)〉
U
=∑
i, j Tr
(
(|i〉〈i|)⊗2
〈
( | jU〉〈 jU | )⊗2
〉
U
)
. Now we can employ the
well-known general result (for a proof see, e.g., [42])〈
( | jU〉〈 jU | )⊗n
〉
U
=
1
n!
1(
d+n−1
n
) ∑
pi∈S n
Ppi , (43)
where S n is the symmetric group of n-objects and Ppi is the
operator that enacts the permutation pi in H⊗n. For n = 2, we
have 〈
( | jU〉〈 jU | )⊗2
〉
U
= [d(d + 1)]−1
(
I + P(12)
)
, (44)
where P(12) is the (12) cycle (i.e., P(12) is just the SWAP op-
erator). Plugging this in and performing the trace, we get〈
Tr
(
XU XTU
)〉
U
= 2d/(d + 1).
We will follow a similar strategy for the second quantity〈
Tr
[
(XU XTU)
2
]〉
U
. The quantity being averaged can be reex-
pressed as
Tr
[
(XU XTU)
2
]
=
∑
i, j,k,l
|〈i|kU〉|2 |〈 j|kU〉|2 |〈i|lU〉|2 |〈 j|lU〉|2
=
∑
i, j,k,l
Tr
(
|ii j j〉〈ii j j| (|kU lU〉〈kU lU |)⊗2
)
.
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Now we split the sum to two parts: k = l and k , l,
which we call Σ1 and Σ2, respectively. For Σ1 we get∑
i, j,k Tr
(
|ii j j〉〈ii j j| (|kU〉〈kU |)⊗4
)
. Taking the average we can
use the formula as before with n = 4. Therefore we now have
to evaluate
∑
i, j,pi Tr (|ii j j〉〈ii j j|Ppi) for all permutations pi ∈ S 4.
Out of the 4! = 24 elements, after performing the i, j sum, 4
of them give d2 [the permutations with cycle decomposition
(12), (34), (12)(34) and the identity permutation] while the
rest give d. As a result, Σ1 = (4d + 20)/[(d + 1)(d + 2)(d + 3)].
So far everything is exact. For the Σ2 term we notice we
can write 〈Σ2〉U = ∑k,l 〈(Tr[(∑i | ii〉〈ii | ) ∣∣∣∣ kU lU〉〈kU lU ∣∣∣∣ ])2〉
U
.
We know approximate the mean 〈Σ2〉U using the
inequality 〈A2〉 ≥ 〈A〉2, which yields 〈Σ2〉U ≥∑
k,l
(
Tr
[(∑
i |ii〉〈ii|) 〈|kU lU〉〈kU lU |〉U])2. Now we cannot
use the formula as before to calculate the average, since |kU〉
and |lU〉 are correlated. Nevertheless, we can use the slightly
more general result (see, e.g., [43])
〈U⊗2AU†⊗2〉U =
(
Tr A
d2 − 1 −
Tr
[
P(12)A
]
d(d2 − 1)
)
I
−
(
Tr A
d(d2 − 1) −
Tr
[
P(12)A
]
d2 − 1
)
P(12) . (45)
Evaluating for A = |kl〉〈kl| (with k , l) we get Σ2 ≥ d(d −
1)/(d + 1)2.
Putting everything together we get
M(d) =
4d
(d − 1)(d + 1)
(
d + 3
d + 1
− 4d + 20
(d + 2)(d + 3)
)
, (46)
which simplifies to the expression claimed.
iii) In order to prove the desired inequality we are go-
ing to use the following form of Levy’s lemma for Haar
distributed U ∈ U(d) (see, e.g., [44]):
Prob
{ ∣∣∣ f (U) − 〈 f (U)〉U ∣∣∣ ≥ } ≤ exp (− d24K2
)
, (47)
where K is a Lipschitz constant of f : U(d) → R, i.e.,
| f (U) − f (V)| ≤ K ‖U − V‖2. Here our function f (U) is go-
ing to be C˜2,B (DB′ ) (viewed as a function of the unitary U
connecting B and B′), i.e.,
f (U) B
4
d − 1
(
Tr
(
XU XTU
)
− Tr
[(
XU XTU
)2])
.
Although the exact expression for the mean value 〈 f (U)〉U
has not been calculated, the upper bound from Eq. (41) allows
approximating the desired probability, since
Prob
{ ∣∣∣ f (U) − 〈 f (U)〉U ∣∣∣ ≥ } ≥
Prob
{
f (U) ≥  + 〈 f (U)〉U
}
≥
Prob
{
f (U) ≥  + M(d)
}
.
To complete the proof we need to estimate a Lipschitz con-
stant for the function f (U). We have
| f (U) − f (V)| ≤ 4
d − 1 (T1 + T2) ,
where we set T1 B
∣∣∣∣Tr (XU XTU) − Tr (XV XTV )∣∣∣∣ and T2 B∣∣∣∣∣Tr [(XU XTU)2] − Tr [(XV XTV )2]∣∣∣∣∣. From the proof of Prop. 4, we
can equivalently write
T1 =
∣∣∣∑i 〈DB′(U)Pi,DB′(U)Pi〉 −∑ j 〈DB′(V)P j,DB′(V)P j〉∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∑i 〈DBU†Pi,DBU†Pi〉 −∑ j 〈DBV†P j,DBV†P j〉∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∑i, j Tr (P(12)D⊗2B [U†⊗2P⊗2i −V†⊗2P⊗2j ])∣∣∣∣ ,
where in the last step we used Eq.(30). An upper bound for
this quantity was calculated in [21], namely
T1 ≤ 8d ‖U − V‖2 .
Before proceeding with calculation of an upper bound for T2,
let us first prove the following inequality which will be needed
momentarily:∥∥∥UρU† − VρV†∥∥∥1 ≤ 4 ‖U − V‖∞ , (48)
where U,V are unitary and ρ is an operator with ‖ρ‖1 =
1. Setting ∆ B U − V we have ∥∥∥UρU† − VρV†∥∥∥1 =∥∥∥∆ρ∆† + ∆ρV† + Vρ∆†∥∥∥1 ≤ ∥∥∥∆ρ∆†∥∥∥1 + ∥∥∥∆ρV†∥∥∥1 + ∥∥∥Vρ∆†∥∥∥1.
Using the facts that the norm is unitarily invariant, ‖∆‖∞ ≤ 2
and that ‖AB‖1 ≤ ‖A‖1 ‖B‖∞ the aforementioned inequality
follows.
We can express T2, in the same spirit as before, as
T2 =
∣∣∣∣ ∑i 〈DBDB′(U)Pi,DBDB′(U)Pi〉
−∑ j 〈DBDB′(V)P j,DBDB′(V)P j〉 ∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣ Tr (P(12)D⊗2B [ (UDBU†)⊗2 (∑i P⊗2i )
−
(
VDBV†
)⊗2 (∑
j P
⊗2
j
) ])∣∣∣∣
= d
∣∣∣∣∣Tr (P(12)D⊗2B [(UDBU†)⊗2 ρB − (VDBV†)⊗2 ρB])∣∣∣∣∣ ,
where in the last step we set ρB B 1/d
∑
i P⊗2i (notice ‖ρB‖1 =
1). Now using the inequality Tr (AB) ≤ ‖A‖1 ‖B‖∞ (here∥∥∥P(12)∥∥∥∞ = 1) and the fact thatDB is a CPTP map, we get
T2 ≤ d
∥∥∥∥(UDBU†)⊗2 ρB − (VDBV†)⊗2 ρB∥∥∥∥
1
= d
∥∥∥U⊗2ρ1 −V⊗2ρ2∥∥∥1
= d
∥∥∥U⊗2ρ1 −V⊗2ρ1 +V⊗2(ρ1 − ρ2)∥∥∥1
≤ d
(∥∥∥U⊗2ρ1 −V⊗2ρ1∥∥∥1 + ∥∥∥V⊗2(ρ1 − ρ2)∥∥∥1) ,
where we set ρ1 B
(
DBU†
)⊗2
ρB and ρ2 B
(
DBV†
)⊗2
ρB.
Now the inequality from Eq. (48) applies to both terms, yield-
ing
T2 ≤ 8d
∥∥∥U⊗2 − V⊗2∥∥∥∞
= 8d
∥∥∥∥(V†∆ + I)⊗2 − I∥∥∥∥∞
≤ 8d
(∥∥∥V†∆∥∥∥2∞ + 2 ∥∥∥V†∆∥∥∥∞)
≤ 8d ‖∆‖∞ (2 + ‖∆‖∞)
≤ 32d ‖U − V‖∞ ≤ 32d ‖U − V‖2 .
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FIG. 5. Numerically computed probability distribution functions
PCGP(c) for the CGP of random maximally dephasing processes for
different Hilbert space dimensions d. Last part of Prop. 9 guaran-
tees that, for sufficiently large d, the probability distribution function
is concentrated around the mean value, which decreases as d gets
larger, as is indeed observed. Notice that in practice the concentra-
tion occurs for smaller d that what is guaranteed by the proposition.
Finally, we obtain
| f (U) − f (V)| ≤ 160 d
d − 1 ‖U − V‖2 ,
therefore the Lipschitz constant can be taken to be K = 320.
The parameter , in order to give a meaningful result for large
Hilbert space dimension d, can be taken to be  = d−α, with
α ∈ (0, 1/2). Here we choose α = 1/4. The inequality fol-
lows. 
Proposition 9 demonstrates that, in a quantum system de-
scribed by a large Hilbert space, a maximally dephasing pro-
cess over a random basis has vanishingly small capability to
produce coherence out of incoherent states. Part (ii) of the
above proposition sets an upper bound the (properly normal-
ized) CGP, establishing that for large Hilbert space dimension
d, the quantity 〈C˜2,B (DB′ )〉U drops at least as fast as ∼ 1/d. A
graphical comparison between the upper bound from Eq. (40)
and the numerically computed mean is presented in Figure 4.
The last part of Prop. 9 shows that, as the Hilbert space size
grows, a maximally dephasing process occurring over a ran-
dom basis has (with an exponentially increasing probability)
CGP which is tightly distributed around the (decreasing) mean
value. This concentration of the probability distribution func-
tion around the mean is depicted in Figure 5.
VI. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
In this work we have investigated the ability of various de-
phasing processes to generate coherence. For this purpose, we
adopted various measures for the coherence generating power
of quantum channels, all based on probabilistic averages and
arising from the viewpoint of coherence as a resource theory.
We provided explicit formulas for maximally dephasing pro-
cesses, valid for all finite Hilbert space dimensions, measuring
how much coherence in generated on average from incoher-
ent states when the Hilbert-Schmidt 2-norm and the relative
entropy of coherence are used as quantifiers. In all cases, the
coherence generating power of the dephasing process depends
on the interplay between the bases over which coherence is
quantified and dephasing occurs. This capability clearly van-
ishes when the two bases coincide while the maximum capa-
bility occurs for a basis which depends on the measure of state
coherence. If the basis over which dephasing occurs is chosen
at random in a uniform way, the average coherence generating
power drops fast as the Hilbert space dimension increases.
We then extended the analysis to all Lindblad type quantum
evolutions that maximally dephase in the infinite time limit
by calculating the relevant Hilbert-Schmidt 2-norm coherence
generating power of the associated time evolution for all in-
termediate times. Although maximally dephasing processes
can generate finite amounts of coherence (depending on the
associated bases), coherence generation cannot be as power-
ful as for some unitary processes. This is not always the case,
however, for Lindblad evolutions that lead to dephasing. For
the latter, we identified families of time propagators that have
vanishing coherence generating power in the long time limit
but nevertheless can get arbitrarily close to having optimal one
for intermediate times.
The coherence generating power of a quantum operation
admits, directly by its definition, an interpretation as the aver-
age coherence contained in the post-processed states, as quan-
tified by the relevant coherence measure. Nevertheless, an op-
erational interpretation of the coherence generating power,
relevant to practical tasks for which coherence is known to be
a critical ingredient (such as those mentioned in the section I),
is missing and could represent a challenge for future investi-
gation.
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Appendix A: Attaintment of the upper bound Cmax2,B (d)
In this section we examine if the upper bound
Cmax2,B (d) B
d − 1
4d(d + 1)
(A1)
of the maximally dephasing 2-norm CGP C2,B (DB′ ) (Eq. (10)
of the main text) is attained over some basis B′. For example,
for a qubit it can be explicitly verified (as in Ex.1) that the
upper bound Cmax2,B (d) is achievable. Here we tackle the general
d-dimensional case.
From the proof of Prop. 4 it follows that the maximum value
Cmax2,B (d) for some (fixed) d is attained if and only if there ex-
ists a unitary matrix U such that σ
(
XU XTU
)
= {1, 1/2} with 1
being a simple eigenvalue (σ (A) denotes the spectrum of the
operator A). Such a d-dimensional matrix is not guaranteed to
exist a priori, since the d-dimensional unistochastic matrices
are a proper subset of the d-dimensional bistochastic matrices
for d ≥ 3 (see, e.g., [45]).
For what follows, we further restrict to those bistochastic
matrices XU such that (a) are is symmetric and (b) have spec-
trum σ(XU) =
{
1, 1/
√
2
}
. Such a matrix has the form
XU = |ψ1〉〈ψ1| + 1√
2
d∑
i=2
|ψi〉〈ψi| =
(
1 − 1√
2
)
|ψ1〉〈ψ1| + 1√
2
I ,
where {|ψi〉}di=1 is the eigenbasis of XU . However, (XU)i j
should also be a bistochastic matrix when expressed in the
B = {|i〉}di=1 basis. This fixes the components to
(XU)i j =
1√
2
δi j +
1
d
(
1 − 1√
2
)
. (A2)
The above XU matrix is circulant and therefore diag-
onalizable by the discrete Fourier transform [46] Wlm =
15
1√
d
exp
(
i 2pid (l − 1) (m − 1)
)
. Now we further restrict to cir-
culant U which is hence also diagonalized by W. If such
a unitary U exists, is given by U = WDW†, where D B
diag
(
eiα0 , . . . , eiαd−1
)
. As a result, Eq. (A2), after some cal-
culations, reduces to the following (d−1) equations involving
the eigenvalues of U:
d−1∑
m=0
exp [i (αm+r − αm)] = d√
2
, r = 1, . . . , d − 1 , (A3)
where the index addition is understood Mod(d). The above set
of equations for the eigenvalues of U constitutes a sufficient
condition for the attaintment of Cmax2,B (d).
A family of solution to the above equations, valid for
d = 2, . . . , 13, is given by αm = φ0 for m = 0, . . . , k −
1, k + 1, . . . , d − 1 with φ0 ∈ [0, 2pi) and αk = φ0 + φ, where
cos φ = 12
(
d√
2
− d + 2
)
. The restriction d ≤ 13 comes from
cos φ ≥ −1.
